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A.1. Introduction
Associated to a number ﬁeld F is the genuine high rank zeta function ξF ,r(s) for every ﬁxed
r ∈ Z>0. Being natural generalizations of (completed) Dedekind zeta functions, these functions satisfy
canonical properties for zetas as well. Namely, they admit meromorphic continuations to the whole
complex s-plane, satisfy the functional equation ξF ,r(1− s) = ξF ,r(s) and have only two singularities,
all simple poles, at s = 0, 1. Moreover, it is known that all zeros of ξF ,2(s) lie on the central line
Re(s) = 12 . (We in fact now expect that the Riemann Hypothesis holds for all ξF ,r(s).)







0(F ,Λ) − 1) · (e−s)deg(Λ) dμ(Λ), Re(s) > 1
where F denotes the discriminant of F , MF ,r the moduli space of semi-stable OF -lattices of rank r
(here OF denotes the ring of integers), h0(F ,Λ) and deg(Λ) denote the 0th geo-arithmetic cohomol-
ogy and the arithmetic degree of the lattice Λ, and dμ(Λ) a certain naturally associated Tamagawa
type measure on MF ,r . (For details, see [W0,W1,W3] for basic theory, and [LS,W2,S], see also [H], for
the Riemann Hypothesis arguments.)
Algebraic groups associated to OF -lattices are general linear group GL and special linear group SL.
A natural question then is whether principal lattices associated to other reductive groups G and
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their associated zeta functions can be introduced and studied. In this paper we start with symplectic
group Sp. In contrasting with a geo-arithmetic method used for high rank zetas, the one adopted in
this paper is rather analytic. And to avoid further complication, we here only work out the full details
for Sp(4) over Q, even a general framework for Sp over F is outlined. As a concrete result, we obtain
a precise formula for the zeta function ξSp(4),Q(s) associated to Sp(4) over Q, by studying a certain
Siegel–Eisenstein period.
The newly obtained zeta ξSp(4),Q(s) for Sp(4) over Q proves to be canonical as well. For example,
ξSp(4),Q(s) can be meromorphically extended to the whole complex s-plane, satisﬁes the standard
functional equation
ξSp(4),Q(1− s) = ξSp(4),Q(s)
and admits only four singularities, all simple poles, at s = −1,0,1,2. Most importantly, ξSp(4),Q(s)
satisﬁes the RH, a result due to Suzuki [S2]:
All zeros of ξSp(4),Q(s) lie on the central line Re(s) = 1/2.
A.2. Periods for Sp(2n)
A.2.1. Siegel–Maaß Eisenstein series
Let G = Sp(2n) with G(R) = Sp(2n,R) the symplectic group of degree n over R. Denote by S := Sn
the so-called Siegel upper half-space of size n, and for any Z ∈ S, write Z = X + √−1Y according
to its real and imaginary parts, so that Y = Im Z > 0 and Zt = Z is symmetric. Moreover, for any
M = ( A B
C D
) ∈ Sp(2n,R), as usual, set M〈Z〉 := (AZ + B) · (C Z + D)−1 and write Y (M) := ImM〈Z〉.
This deﬁnes a natural transitive action of Sp(2n,R) on Sn . Note that the stabilizer of
√−1En
is simply SO(2n,R) ∩ Sp(2n,R), consequently, we obtain the following well-known identiﬁcation
Sp(2n,R)/SO(2n,R) ∩ Sp(2n,R)  Sn .
Introduce the Siegel modular group Γn := {diag(±1,±1, . . . ,±1)} \ Sp(n,Z). Let Pn :=
{( ∗ ∗
0 ∗
) ∈ Γ }
be a subgroup of Γ (associated to a certain standard maximal parabolic subgroup).
Fix Z ∈ Sp(2n,R), deﬁne then the associated Siegel–Maaß Eisenstein series, or the same, the





‖C Z + D‖−2s .
A.2.2. Arthur’s analytic truncation and Eisenstein period
As usual, for symplectic group G = Sp(2n), and for a parabolic group P with Levi decomposition
P = MN with M the Levi and N the nilpotent, denote by a0 (resp. aP ) the space of characters as-
sociated to the Borel (resp. to P ). Denote by 0 the corresponding collection of simple roots. By
deﬁnition, an element T ∈ a0 is said to be suﬃciently regular and denoted by T  0 if 〈α, T 〉  0
are large enough for all α ∈ 0. Fix such a T . Let φ : Γ \ Sn → C be a smooth function. We de-
ﬁne Arthur’s analytic truncation ∧Tφ (for φ with respect to the parameter T ) to be the function on






φP (δg) · τˆP
(
HP (δg) − T
)
,
where φP denotes the constant term of φ along with the standard parabolic subgroup P , τˆP is the
characteristic function of the so-called positive cone in aP , and HP (Z) := logM mP (Z) is an element
in aP . (For unknown notation, all standard, see e.g., [Ar1,Ar2,JLR], and/or [We-1,W3].)
Fundamental properties of Arthur’s truncation may be summarized in the following:
Theorem 2.2.1. ([Ar1,Ar2], see also [OW].) For a suﬃciently positive T in a0, we have
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(1) ∧Tφ is rapidly decreasing, if φ is an automorphic form on G(Z) \Sn,
(2) ∧T ◦ ∧T = ∧T ,
(3) ∧T is self-adjoint,
(4) ∧T 1 is a characteristic function of a compact subset of G(Z) \Sn.
Denote by F(T ) the compact subset of G(Z) \ Sn whose characteristic function is given by ∧T 1
in (4).























(∧T ◦ ∧T )1(g) · φ(g)dg
(













A.2.3. Siegel–Maaß-period: an analog of high rank zeta
Motivated by our study on the high rank zeta associated to SL(n) in [W1,W3], we deﬁne the Siegel–










Thus the study of Z TSp(2n),Q(s) may be carried out from that for the Siegel–Maaß series En(Z; s).
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A.2.4. Siegel–Eisenstein series
In general, it is very diﬃcult, most of the time, quite impossible, to calculate Eisenstein periods. How-
ever, if the original automorphic form from which the Eisenstein series in use is deﬁned is cuspidal,
then an advanced version of Rankin–Selberg method can be applied to evaluate them. Motivated by
this, we in this subsection explain a method due to Diehl to realize the Siegel–Maaß series, which
may be viewed as an Eisenstein series associated to the constant function one on a certain maximal
parabolic, as the residue of the so-called Siegel–Eisenstein series associated to the constant function
one on the Borel.






















⎟⎠ with H = H(r), |H| = 1. Ac-
cordingly, deﬁne the associated Siegel–Eisenstein series by





∣∣Y (γ )v ∣∣−sv .
Here for a matrix A = (aij)ni, j=1, denote by Av the matrix Av := (aij)vi, j=1, 1 v  n.
It is known that such Siegel–Eisenstein series are naturally related to the Siegel zeta functions as-
sociated to the standard parabolic subgroup Qr of SL(n). More precisely, let R := {diag(±1, . . . ,±1)} \
SL(n,Z) and Qr the standard parabolic subgroup associated to the partition n = r+1+1+· · ·+1 con-









⎟⎠ with H = H(r), |H| = 1. Deﬁne the associated
Siegel zeta functions by






for all 1 r  n− 1. Then, we have
Lemma 2.4.1. (See [D].) With the same notation as above,
(i) Er(Z; sr, . . . , sn) =
∑
γ∈B\Γ
∣∣Y (γ )∣∣−sn · ξ∗r (Y (γ ); sr, . . . , sn−1);
(ii) There exists a constant c depending only on r such that
Ressr= r+12
(
ξ∗r (Y ; sr, . . . , sn−1)
)= cr · ξ∗r+1
(
Y ; sr+1 + r
2
, sr+2, . . . , sn−1
)
.
Consequently, we have, up to constant factors,
Ressr+1+ r2= (r+1)+12 Ressr= r+12 ξ
∗




Y ; sr+1 + r
2




Y ; sr+2 + r + 1
2
, . . . , sn−1
)
.
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Thus, by taking r = 1 and repeating this process, we obtain the following
Ressn−1=1 · · ·Ress2=1Ress1=1
(
ξ∗1 (Y ; s1, s2, . . . , sn−1)
)= |Y |− n−12
up to a constant factor. In particular, we get the following
Lemma 2.4.2. Up to a constant factor,
Ressn−1=1 · · ·Ress2=1Ress1=1
(
Er(Z; sr, . . . , sn)
)= En
(




Proof. Indeed, up to constant factors,








∣∣Y (γ )∣∣−sn · ∣∣Y (γ )∣∣− n−12 = En
(




A.2.5. Relation with Langlands’ Eisenstein series
To facilitate further discussions, we next write classical Siegel–Eisenstein series in terms of Lang-
lands’ language [L].
Let λ = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) ∈ a0, then for Z = X +




a−zvv with av = |Yv |/|Yv−1|


















= |Y1|−z1+z2 |Y2|−z2+23 · · · |Yn−1|−zn−1+zn |Yn|−zn .
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This then gives the following relations among zi ’s and s j ’s:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
s1 = z1 − z2,
s2 = z2 − z3,
. . .
sn−1 = zn−1 − zn,
sn = zn.
Consequently, by Lemma 2.4.2, we have the following
Lemma 2.5.1.With the same notation as above,
(i) E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z) = E1(Z; s1, s2, . . . , sn);
(ii) up to a suitable constant factor,
En
(
Z , zn + n− 1
2
)
= Reszn−1−zn=1 · · ·Resz2−z3=1Resz1−z2=1
(
E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z)
)
.
In particular, in the case n = 2, i.e, for Sp(4), we have
Resz1−z2=1
(
E(1; z1, z2; Z)
)= E2
(




A.2.6. Advanced Rankin–Selberg & Zagier method
The advantage of using E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z) instead of directly using En(Z , s) is that the Eisen-
stein periods for E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z) can be evaluated. Indeed, if ϕ is an automorphic form of
P ′ = M ′N ′-level, where P ′ is a standard parabolic subgroup of a reductive group G , then we can





λ+ρ · ϕ(δg), λ ∈ CP ′ .
Theorem 2.6.1. (See [JLR, Corollary 17].) Let P = MN be a minimal parabolic subgroup and let ϕ be a P-level













where v = Vol({∑α∈0 aαα∨: 0 aα < 1}), W denotes the Weyl group and M(w, λ) denotes the so-called
intertwining operator.
This is an advanced version of Rankin–Selberg & Zagier methods [Z,W0].
In particular, we have the following
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Corollary 2.6.1.With the same notation as above, up to a constant factor,
∫
Sp(2n,Z)\S
(∧T E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn;M))dμ(M) = ∑
w∈W
e〈wλ−ρ,T 〉∏





ξ(〈λ,α∨〉 + 1) .





ξ(〈λ,α∨〉 + 1) .
Here ξ(s) is the completed Riemann zeta function with the usual Γ -factors, namely, ξ(s) =
π− s2 Γ ( s2 )ζ(s), where ζ(s) is the Riemann zeta function. 
A.2.7. Periods for Sp(2n) over Q




Thus to evaluate the Siegel–Maaß-period Z TSp(2n),Q(s), it suﬃces to evaluate the integration
∫
F(T )
Reszn−1−zn=1 · · ·Resz2−z3=1Resz1−z2=1
(
E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z)
)
dμ(Z).
Consequently, if we were able to freely make an interchange between
(i) the operation of taking integration
∫
F(T ) and
(ii) the operation of taking residues Reszn−1−zn=1 · · ·Resz2−z3=1Resz1−z2=1,
it would be suﬃcient for us to evaluate
Reszn−1−zn=1 · · ·Resz2−z3=1Resz1−z2=1
( ∫
F(T )
E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z)dμ(Z)
)
,
or better, to evaluate the expression











since by Corollary 2.2.1,
∫
F(T )
E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z)dμ(Z) =
∫
Sp(2n,Z)\Sn
ΛT E(1; z1, z2, . . . , zn; Z)dμ(Z).
Unfortunately, this interchange of orders of two operations is not allowed in general. As examples,
one can observe this by working on SL(n) and by comparing the poles for the resulting expressions.
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On the other hand, even with the existence of such discrepancies, the function











proves to be extremely natural and nice. To see this, and to make the discussion simpler, let now
concentrate to the case when T = 0.
Deﬁnition.














(2) The period ZSp(2n)
Q
(zn) associated to Sp(2n) over Q is deﬁned by
ZSp(2n)
Q















(1) Recall that in the original discussions in Sections A.2.2, A.2.3 and A.2.6, T was assumed to be
suﬃciently positive, for the reason of Corollary 2.2.1. However, with the use of the above concrete
expression, T can be chosen to be any element in a0.
(2) For high rank zetas, i.e., in the case where the corresponding algebraic group is SL(n), the cor-
responding F(T ) makes sense also for T = 0. Indeed, F(0) coincides with the moduli space of
semi-stable lattices of volume one and rank n. Consequently, the corresponding period after
putting T = 0 gives essentially the high rank zeta ξQ,r(s) there. So to obtain an analogue of high
rank zeta for Sp(2n) geo-arithmetically, we need to understand F(0) geo-arithmetically.
A.3. Zetas for Sp(2n)
A.3.1. Zeta for Sp(4)
Now we focus on the case G = Sp(4). Then 0 = {e1 − e2,2e2}. There are 4 positive roots
{e1 ± e2,2e1,2e2} and the Weyl group consists of 8 Weyl elements
{
1, (12), c1, c2, (12)c1, (12)c2, (12)c1c2, c1c2
}
,
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where (12) is the lower indices change and ci ’s are sign changes. Also ρ = 2e1 + e2. Consequently, we
have the following table for the Weyl action on positive roots:
e1 − e2 2e2 | e1 + e2 2e1
1 e1 − e2 2e2 | e1 + e2 2e1
(12) e2 − e1 2e1 | e1 + e2 2e2
c1 −e1 − e2 2e2 | −e1 + e2 −2e1
c2 e1 + e2 −2e2 | e1 − e2 2e1
(12)c1 −e1 − e2 2e1 | e1 − e2 2e2
(12)c2 e1 + e2 −2e1 | e2 − e1 2e2
(12)c1c2 e1 − e2 −2e1 | −e1 − e2 −2e2
c1c2 e2 − e1 −2e2 | −e1 − e2 2e1
So to calculate the part 1〈λ,w−1α1〉−1 ·
1
(〈λ,w−1α2〉−1 , we need to use the left half
e1 − e2 2e2
1= 1−1 e1 − e2 2e2
(12) = (12)−1 e2 − e1 2e1
c1 = c−11 −e1 − e2 2e2
c2 = c−12 e1 + e2 −2e2
(12)c1 = ((12)c2)−1 −e1 − e2 2e1
(12)c2 = ((12)c1)−1 e1 + e2 −2e1
(12)c1c2 e1 − e2 −2e1
c1c2 e2 − e1 −2e2




ξ(〈λ,α∨〉+1) , we need to use the following table:
e1 − e2 2e2 | e1 + e2 2e1
1 × × | × ×
(12) 0 × | × ×
c1 0 × | 0 0
c2 × 0 | × ×
(12)c1 0 × | × 0
(12)c2 × 0 | 0 ×
(12)c1c2 × 0 | 0 0
c1c2 0 0 | 0 0
where ‘×’ means the corresponding positive root will not contribute and ‘0’ means the corresponding
positive root will contribute as it changes to a negative root under the corresponding Weyl action.
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As such, by taking the residue along the singular line z1 − z2 = 1 and setting z1 = b + 1, z2 = b, we
get, for the product
1
〈λ,w−1α1〉 − 1 ·
1




ξ(〈λ,α∨〉 + 1) ,































































































ξ(b + 2) .
Now multiplying the period ZSp(4)
Q
(b) with the factor ξ(b+2) ·ξ(2b+2), for the purpose of clearing
up the xi function factors appeared in the denominators, and with the factor ξ(2) for the purpose of
clearing up the xi special values appeared in the denominators, we then obtain the following function
ξoSp(4),Q(s) :=
(
ξ(2) · ξ(s + 2)ξ(2s + 2)) · ZSp(4)
Q
(s).




b − 1 ξ(2) · ξ(b + 2)ξ(2b + 2) −
1
b + 2 ξ(2) · ξ(b)ξ(2b + 1)
− 1
2b
· ξ(b + 2)ξ(2b + 2) + 1
2(b + 1) · ξ(b)ξ(2b + 1)
− 1
(2b)(b + 2) · ξ(b + 1)ξ(2b + 2) +
1
(−2b − 2)(b − 1) · ξ(2b + 1)ξ(b + 1),
and ξoSp(4),Q(b) satisﬁes the following functional equation
ξoSp(4),Q(−b − 1) = ξoSp(4),Q(b).
Deﬁnition and Proposition. Deﬁne the zeta function ξSp(4),Q(s) for Sp(4) over Q by
ξSp(4),Q(s) := ξoSp(4),Q(s − 1).
Then
(1) The zeta function ξSp(4),Q(s) is given by
ξSp(4),Q(s) = 1
s − 2 ξ(2) · ξ(s + 1)ξ(2s) −
1
s + 1 ξ(2) · ξ(s − 1)ξ(2s − 1)
− 1
2s − 2 · ξ(s + 1)ξ(2s) +
1
2s
· ξ(s − 1)ξ(2s − 1)
− 1
(2s − 2)(s + 1) · ξ(s)ξ(2s) −
1
(2s)(s − 2) · ξ(s)ξ(2s − 1).
(2) It satisﬁes the standard functional equation
ξSp(4),Q(1− s) = ξSp(4),Q(s).
(3) There are only four singularities, all simple poles, at s = −1,0,1,2 and their residue at s = 2
coincides with the volume of the compact domain F(0), that is,






Remark. The formula for the volume is arranged in the form to reﬂect the fact that F(0) is obtained
from the total fundamental domain F(∞) whose volume is given by ξ(2)ξ(4), a result due to Siegel,
by subtracting two cuspidal neighborhoods corresponding to two maximal parabolic subgroups whose
volumes are 14 ξ(2) and
1
3 ξ(2) respectively and adding a cuspidal neighborhood corresponding to Borel
subgroups whose volume is simple 14 . For related results, please refer to [KW].
Furthermore, we have the following result of M. Suzuki [S2]:
Riemann Hypothesis for ξSp(4),Q(s). All zeros of ξSp(4),Q(s) lie on the central line Re(s) = 12 .
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A.3.2. Zetas for Sp(2n)
Recall that we have introduced the associated period ZSp(2n)
Q
(zn) for Sp(2n) over Q by
ZSp(2n)
Q













Clearly, there are minimal integers I , J , constants ai , bi , i = 1,2, . . . , I , and c j, j = 1,2, . . . , J , such
that after multiplying the factor
∏I
i=1 ξ(ai zn + bi) ·
∏ J













admits only ﬁnitely many poles and there are no special ξ-values appeared in the denominators.
Conjecture (Functional equation). There exists a constant cn such that
ξoSp(2n),Q(cn − s) = ξoSp(2n),Q(s).
Deﬁnition. The zeta function ξSp(2n),Q(s) of Sp(2n) over Q is deﬁned by
ξSp(2n),Q(s) := ξoSp(2n),Q
(




Remark. This in fact is a special case of a more general construction. For details, please see [W4].
As a direct consequence of the above conjecture, ξSp(2n),Q(s) satisﬁes the following functional equa-
tion
ξSp(2n),Q(1− s) = ξSp(2n),Q(s).
With such a normalization, we then expect the following generalized RH for our zetas ξSp(2n),Q(s).
The Riemann HypothesisSp(2n),Q . All zeros of ξSp(2n),Q(s) lie on the line Re(s) = 12 .
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